Abstract

With the recent development of new generation sequencing technologies, a large number of genomes are sequenced leading to an increase in derived genomic data. This huge amount of data has to be stored, analyzed and searched (gene families, SNPs …). To face this challenge, the URGI platform (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr) provides tools to store and annotate entirely sequenced genome such as annotation pipelines, databases and user-friendly interfaces to browse and query the data.

Query, display and analyze

All the analysis and annotation data are stored in two different database schemas to insure performance in display (SeqFeature:Store schema) and data persistence (Chado schema).

Users could request the system in two ways. First, a simple "google-like" form (fig 1, 1), which explores database indexes and returns results according to significance with term criteria. Second, a Biomart instance, rich and complex web forms, used as an advanced search on user-fitted datamarts (fig 1, 2). Both provide links to Genome browsers (Gbrowse) or Genome Report System (GRS).

Results of BioMart could be exported in different formats or directly send to a Galaxy framework for further bioinformatic analysis (fig 1, 7).

Gene structure & gene function curation

The system allows curation of gene models with the GMOD tool, "Apollo" (fig 1, 5).

We also developed a functional edition form, Genome Report Edition (GRE), as a module of the GRS (fig 1, 6). This allows addition of supplementary data as Gene Ontology terms or gene function, that add value to gene annotation before submission to public sequence databases.

Curated data are shared by the consortium community as soon as they are committed in the database.

The Genome Report System (GRS): an interface to display annotation focused on gene

The GRS was developed to produce various and user-friendly web interfaces (fig 2). GRS uses structural and functional data stored in Chado databases to provide users with comprehensive categories of reports (functional domains, orthologous genes, blast hits). The GRS implements a Gene Ontology tree showing genes sharing same GO terms. It is also useful with the GRE module to associate GO terms with gene model (fig 1, 6).

Conclusion and Perspectives

The integrated genome annotation system was successfully set up for fungal genome annotation Botrytis cinerea T4 (grey mould disease) [1] and Leptosphaeria maculans (stem canker) [2] in the frame of their whole genome annotation and in progress for Venturia inaequalis and Microbotryum violaceum.